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Jeff Carterspeaks
in Campus Center
By Jim Gravelyn
Governor Jimmy Carter's son
Jeff, and Jeff’s wife Annette made
a short pit-stop at GVSC last I hursday.
They arrived at the Campus
Center at about 10 a.m. without a
Secret Service escort. Annette lis
tened while Jeff talked until 10:30
in the m airrftoor lounge area. I hcn
they answered questions and signed
autographs in a fifteen minute
flight out the CC back door, and
were GVSC memories by 11:00,
one hour after their arrival.
In answer to fast questions
about higher education. Carter sta
ted that in “ Dad’s” administration,
the Department of Education
would be taken out of the Depart
ment of Health, Education and Wel
fare (HEW) and placed on its own.
The department would then have
an advisor reporting directly to the
president.
This is contrary to the Carter
goal of government simplification,
but Jeff said this was an exception.
He could set no figure oh the
amount of extra funds, if any, that
his father’s plan would produce for
higher education.
Government reorganization, re
venue sharing, welfare reform, en
ergy', and foreign policy were sub
jects in Carter’s speech, and he
handled them all fast and glibly.
There were no startling new
statements. Carter pulled open the
coat of his double-knit blue jean
leisure suit and expressed his

“ Dad’s” desire to spread federal
revenue sharing to cities and local
ities instead of states. And he
talked about Governor Carter's de
sire to change from an oil based
economy to a coal based economy,
and use foreign oil reserves before
domestic reserves so the U S. will
have something to fall hack on
later.
"Dad would like to see us keep
our oil in the ground,” he said.
Predictably, Carter mentioned
Ford’s gaffe of the second debate,
although indirectly. He simply said
“ We do understand the issue of So
viet domination in Eastern Europe.
I think President Ford does not."
One statement that may have
Ix’cn
well-intended exaggeration
was Carter’s grandiloquent claim
that France, for one, is ‘way ahead’
of the United States in the devel
opment of fusion power With the
most successful reported efforts at
fusion in the world coming out of
a private research corporation in
Ann Arbor, Michigan, that claim
was surprising.
I he Jimmy Carter galaxy-si/ed
empathy was most evident in his
son when Jeff talked about welfare
reform. Irving to qualify his
father’s intent to crack down on
improper welfare recipients, he very
nearly shivered on down into over
kill
"Unwed mothers, unemployed,
Vietnam Veterans: They’ve got to
have welfare or they’re going to
die.”
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J e ff Carter, Jim m y Carter's son, spoke last I riJay, to students in the
Campus Center.

Lanthorn takes election-eve poll
The lanthorn has uken an unofficial pull here at GVSC to
determine how many students arc voting and which presidential can
didate is preferred.
The pull was taken by personally interviewing 100 people, and
consisted of two questions: Will you vote on November 2? and Who do
you prefer

Carter, Ford, McCarthy, or some other?

This poll does not pretend to deal with the hidden biases in
the random sample, the strict statistical significance of results, or with
exact definitions of the population to which the poll generalizes
Will you vote on November 2?

88% said yes, 12% said no. That is well above the percentage
expected from the nation as a whole, which is closer to 50%.
Who do you prefer?
Most popular is Ford with 39%. Running a close second was
the undecided category with 33%. Carter pulled 19% and McCarthy.
9%.
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Point/Counterpoint

Lanthorn Editorial

Ford
Carter changes his mind, makes wild promises, advo
cates drastic phantasmic changes that never become concrete,
attacks the Ford administration in generalities instead of spe
cifics, invents mud, and slings mud with a rapacity that is
matched only by his promises not to sling mud.
While Carter professes to abhor tax loopholes for the
rich, he claims a $42,000 investment tax credit for his peanut
farm that reduces his tax payments from $58,000 to
$16,000. That places him in a two face category with Bene
diet Arnold and Richard Nixon.
As an example of Carter's blatant twisting of economic
realities, note especially his proposal to fund budget increases
by closing tax loopholes. The "Daily Tax Report" of Oct.
20 points out that even if we taxed all income of more than
$32,000 at 100%, the additional revenue would amount to
only 3.2 percent of 1977 estimated federal budget outlays.
"Certainly it will not produce worthwhile amounts of reve
nue."
It would, however, effectively prevent the rest of us
from ever becoming as rich as Carter.
Carter's appeal is an appeal to the gut, insulting our
rationality. He siu.c: earnestly into the camera like a John
Boy Walton, srgiles, and tells us how sweet he is.
He is no sweeter than Ford, and certainly far less
competent.
Ford has brought us out of a dangerous inflation, re
established trust in a scandal blasted presidential branch,
shown strength and decisiveness during the M A Y A G U E Z in
cident, made courageous efforts at checking an undisciplined
Congress, and demonstrated an outstanding grasp of national
events and facts matched only by Carter's inability to grasp
even one fact.
If we want a President capable of concentrating on
the job more than on his image in the nearest mirror, if we
want a President who assumes that studied competency
in the Oval Office is more important than seeming compe
tcncy, and if we want a man in that office who has already
acquired such competency, then we want Gerald Ford to be
re-elected President of the United States.
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Letters
Dear Editor,
Concerning the article on last
week's issue, I want to take the op
portunity to clarify some misunder
standings.
I was completely mis-tinder
stood by the interviewer about the
child being harassed at the Day
Care Center that child attended.
This type of treatment never
happened, and I'm sure that this
sort of thing doesn't happen at
other centers. Care Centers are well
staffed with qualified individuals
who show and have interest in
children. (I've worked at the Mi
grant Day Care for two years.
And I'm very interested in children.
I don't have an internship, but I
am very much interested in young
children.)
Day Care Centers to
my knowledge, are well equipped
and staffed.
The family who had the tra
gic accident, here again I was mis
understood.
I was merely trying
to say that migrant families face a
higher death risk, (This is an opin
ion.), because of the constant
moving. I had no knowledge that
this example was to appear in the
article. I later came to find out
that the child's death was from
another cause, and not what I
was told it was.

Jimmy Carter advocates change. A change that is more
compatable with the changes already advocated by the Con
gress, which has run up against conservative opposition in the
form of President Ford.
Ford's stand has always advocated a return of the old,
time worn values remeniscent of the ''normalcy" of Harding,
the"plain speaking" of Truman, and other moldy cliches.
Yes, change. Starting with a total, systematic revam
ping and simplification of the proliferation of useless and
outdated departments; governmental departments that cost
the consumer and taxpayer millions more each year than is
needed. To maximize efficiency, to make the system of
government in the United States more responsive to the indi
viduals that, collectively, support its operating costs, while
keeping those costs as low as possible. This is the goal, and
given the careless and haphazard way it has been run for the
last eight years (not to mention the ignorant and, at times,
malicious attitudes of the men in charge), it is not an easy
goal; it's a goal that no one man can reach, for it is the goal
of a nation that cannot survive with a continuance of the
excesses commonly labeled the "American W ay."
It is a
goal that involves not running scared and hiding behind
fetid tradition, but rather an openess to and confrontation
with this nation's long term survival.
There is no excuse for the double talk and two faced
government that is the vogue of the Presidency today. The
unconditional pardon of "the only President who really
hated the American people" according to
writer Kurt
Vonnonut, and then the denial of unconditional pardon to
thousands of young men who refused to do what they
felt was unpatriotic, is not only double talk, but a real,
two faced action taken by President Ford during the firs t two
m onths of his happenstance term.
Jimmy Carter doesn't have all the answers, but let's
be realistic; somebody claiming to have all the answers is
usually crucified, burned at the stake, and generally thought
of as either an ego maniac or insane. Say good-bye to the
nip in the sky.
But, Jimmy Carter does know the issues, does know
what's at stake, and does have ideas, fresh ideas. There is no
alternative to change, but controled change is a wiser, more
constructive end. That is the goal of Jimmy Carter.
As Governor of Georgia, he implemented statewide
change, reducing operating costs through systemic reorga
nization of state departments and bureaus, increasing the re
sponse and adaptability of government to new and dynamic
situations, and reducing the state taxes for all Georgia c iti
zens. He stands on his record, and rightly so.
Anyone who has tried to find a job in the state of
Michigan will understand why Gerald Ford hasn't bothered
to do the same.

I want to apologize for the
mis-understanding that has occur
red. The article was very mis-un
derstanding and misinterpreted.
And I hope this won't happen
again.

serve that Italy and Sicily are dif
ferent.
General Garibaldi would
be overjoyed to learn that his liber
ation of the Sicilians is now com
plete.
The Sicilian Social Bandit

John Rodriguez
Editor's Note.
We stand by the story, as it was
originally given to us by our sources.
We apologize if the article
has caused any problems for you
John, but you were not our only
source of information.

Dear Editor,
Cruisin' with da' Mace or Fear
and Loathing at Grand Valley. The
Mace deserves a Pulizter for a new
high in witless plagiarism.
Sincerely,
Charles Cump
P.S.

Dear Editor,
Your feature on Professor
Marks last was very enjoyable. It
was particularity gratifying to ob-

Keep up the good work.

Editurs Note.
fool.

Mcrariano cries
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WSRX offers
instruction
By Brian Dawson
VVSKX’s staff will be offering instruction to
anyone interested in obtaining a third class IC C
license.
The classes will be held free in the snack bar
of the Campus Center on Thursday from 4 t p m
and on Saturday from 12 4 p m
I he radio station had been planning on being
on the air 24 hours a day, but due to a lack of per
sonncl it has not yet been possible
They are looking for any students interested
in gathering local news for broadcast, anyone with
a third class f CC license, or anyone with a general
interest in the radio station that would like to be
come involved in some way.
The
LANTHORN
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radio

sllKKc' ,,nns
at 895-7500

atvi

station's

personnel are open

to

People interested can contact them

Program Director, Sally Jo llahit, fills in
as a disc jo c k e y at W SRX studio.

Q u e s t io n a ir e a x o io r g s G V S C

Task force compiles “feedback” for steps toward positive change
By Ellen Joshowitz
The Task Force of Student Services
and Public Information, headed by Pan
Gilmore, has compiled an extensive
•feedback"
questionairc
to explore
GVSC.
As GVSC enters its l 3*h year of exis
tence, the administration feels that it’s
time to find out what changes need to be
made and make them. The Colleges have
grown fast in a short period of time, and
it's best to solve problems now, while it's
still possible.
Surveys will be distributed to all
faculty and staff members this week.
And 1,500 students will be chosen to

answc: from a random pick o f classes.
The information \vi!! be collected for
about two weeks, and the data will be
compiled and analyzed during the third
week.
From the responses to the survey,
the administration hopes to answer How
knowledgeable is the college community?
What services are, and are not. being o f

to participate will be totally honest with
their answers, 2nd
in mind ?Hh?
information will be used to make positive
I
*
changes and is not meant to incriminate
anyone."
Illinois State University is the only
college, that the GVSC administration
knows, to have conducted a similar type
of survey. GVSC is still small enough and

new enough to make positive changes.
I«'r»r
j hia
like* ffc#*
In iw*rcit
t/ ,...
if
- -- —
- t -------- -------•••• w....
7
Michigan or Michigan State, changes aiv
not easily made.
This survey will be distributed each
term during the course of the school \rm
As each new problem is hrotigiii i > in
attention ot the administration, u u
Ik- acted upon.

fered on campus, and how good arc they?
The administration hopes to isolate five
or ten problems from the data collected,
and work to correct them.
Though the survey is very intricate,
the information will be used in a most
general way.

N ew Minority Affairs Office

It is hoped that those asked
The Office of Minority Affairs was

Mitchell, Counselor/Recruiter
Chairperson

established this term by GVSC under the
administration of fieri Price, the dean of
The GVSC Student Organization Exposition will be held

students.
*
The Minority Affairs Council was

McMillan

explain?;!

that they’ve been "getting tin adnunis
trativc organization together"

Main lamngc and second floor walkways of the Campus (enter.
Approximately 25 to 30 organizations arc expected to par

recently formed by the new office and

The council will investigate and
consider short-range hot issues and long

includes

range goals as they relate to minority

ticipate in the festivities.

faculty, and staff

students here on campus, according to

and free coffee and hot chocolate will Ik - served.
The various clubs will be aiming to increase their member

All present members were appoint
cd by President Arcnd l ubbers to serve

McMillan.

ships by setting up displays and distributing literature.
Steve Sangcorzan, Student Activities coordinator, remarked

for one year.
Members include

Charles M cM ill

the council and representative groups are

that last year’s attempt was a big success with 600 700 students brow
sing at various times thoughout the day and some organizations did in 

an, chairperson; John Hodge, Counseling
Center. Louis Mcrriweathcr, Financial
Aids, Keid Holland. College TV, Janie

urged by the council to suggest interested
persons to fill them
They mas contact
McMillan in the Admissions Office. Fxt

Sanchez,

344

next Wednesday, November 3rd from 10 00 am

to 5:00 p m . in the

Throughout the day, there will be live music,

crease their memberships by 6 to 7 people.

representatives

Counseling

from

students,

lie

added

that

the goals

"wiM bc left up to the students
'There are still sonic vacancies on

Center;

Candic

Student body represented at G A P talk
A three-person student committee
will represent the student body in dis
cussions of policy, procedure, and curri
culum changes in the General Academic
Program. (GAPj. A meeting to introduce
the candidates running for the student
committee will be held from 10-11 a.m.
ia 132 LHH. on Friday. October, 29-

Students should come prepared
with questions and concerns, to address
each of the candidates.

Elections will be held by secret
ballot on Tuesday.
md Wednesday,
November 2 and 3. at the secretary's

Two members will be elected by
the G \P students The committer will

desk.
All GAP students are encour
aged to take part in the election of

meet regularly with the director to dis
cuss student concerns.

representatives to
mittee.

the Student

Com
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Proposal A :
Know the issues
By Cathi Kaliniak
I he- proposed legislation
provides for; a minimum re
fundable deposit on all beer
and soft drink bottles and cans
sold in Michigan, a mandatory
refund of deposits by all retail
dealers for the brand and
size* they sell, and a ban on
removable “ pull tabs” on the
cans.
Proponents of the bill be
lieve that these provisions will
benefit all the people of Mich
igan for many reasons.
By placing all returnable*
back on the market, it would
conserve limited materials and
more sensibly utilize the na
tion's resources, especially in
the area of energy consump
tion. Dependence on overseas
supplies would be reduced.
The law would require
a deposit of at least five cents
on beverage containers, hope
fully discouraging littering,
and provide an economic in
centive for picking up contain
ers if they have been discar
ded.
A throw-away can or bot
tle costs two to four cents
more than a returnable con
tainer. The consumer should
save money in the iong run.
An overall increase of
over 4,000 jobs in Michigan
could also result if the syvitch
to returnable* is made.
Many of the aspects prpposed in A are working pre
sently in two states
Oregon
and Vermont. The bottle bill
is a “ rip roaring success,” ac
cording to the former gover
nor of Oregon, lorn McCall.
Opposition to the bottle
bill claims that the passage
would result in massive unem
ployment and economic dis
ruption.
The consumer will
face a higher cost for the lie
verages they purchase and opponants forecast long lines at
the supermarket.
Having to save the returnables and bring them back to
the store will be time consu
ming. Some say it’s not fair
•(

•4

rlwM*
U iv y

litter.

tin— n------nf

COLLEGE INN RESTAURANT
10955 4 8 th Ave. Vz Mile South from
Old Kent Bank

EVERYTUESDAY

GVSC NIGHT
Reduced Price Pizza’s any style $3.°°
SUBS— BUY ONE, GET ONE 1 /2 price
VEGETARIAN SUBSAND PIZZA’S
SOUPS AND SALAD’S

MOVIES
Hours: 8:00am-11:00pm

U N T H O N N
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BRID GES

On Saturday morning,
October 30 th, a group of
(JVSC students working tor
passage of Proposal A, will be
diving and picking up bottles
in the Muskegon River. Any
one interested in helping pick
up bottles, cans, and pull-tabs,
or diving for them, please con
tact Cheryl, Ext. 656, or Sher
rie, 895-7627.

Directions to M uskegon River
Directions start from GVSC!!
Turn left on M-45 at the blinker,
make a right on 6btb St., go over
Kastmaniylle bridge, and at stop
sign look fo r E-Way :.'gn saying
US 31 and 96 West Take E-Way to
Muskegon. Look-for US 31 North
to l.udington, stay on that express
way passing Air Line Road, Norton
Shores, Muskegon Ills., and Apple
A ve. DO NO T get o f f a: North
Muskegon exit, keep going on
US 31. Look fo r East Muskegon
(120) and go right. Co over Middle
Channel Bridge, and North M uske
gon Bridge There will be a fo rk in
road after second bridge. Take left
fork. On the left and right side o f
the road is Veterans Memorial Park.
Keep going to West 120. You will
tee Consumers Power electric plant
down the road o f f West 120, plus
the Muskegon Rtver and parking
Please d on't park on side o f road,
park in nearby parking lots. When
y o u see tbe river, tben yo u 're there.

The
Teachings
Jose Cuervo
(asexcerpted from Chapter 27of The Book.)
Yes, Chapter 27, wherein it says that Jose Cuervo is not only the
original, since 1795, supreme, premium, ultimate white tequila. But,
goes on to say that Jose Cuervo, as the ultimate, is also the ultimate
mixer.
As a true test, simply pick one from
Column A and one from Column B.

COLUMN (5 )
C O LU M N ^ 2i.

o r a n c .u

__________

ju ic e

jo s t c u s A V O ^ w r e
jo s t c u E K V o w n r r e
o s tc u a v o w re

2. COl-A
£
3. APWCOTJVJ
y

AU

v

; STESi**
10

The Women, World and Wonder Collective
will lie meeting every Thursday from 10:30 to noon
in the seminar room of the Crew House located
behind the lake Michigan llall parking lot.
The collective consists of interested women
from WjC and TJC to promote women's activities.
The first hour will be devoted to business
and the second half will be a time of
among the members.
The m ectinp are open to all GVSC students.

lo s tc u w w o w n

l\.
12.
ia

6.

lO S E C U i^ O ^ ^ I
lo s E C U B & v o w v irn
U eC ^EB LVO ^H K

jE S E U g

JU IC E

c u o c *> « *

L l M t } U lC t. r

O JO VO W
O JB 1V O W

«I V 5 S S S —
16.
17.

18 19*

s s g **
IC E D W

mVT l T f .R

;^ V 1 U 1 C E

JOSE CUERVO* TEQ LNA K) PROOF. MPORTEDANO BOTTLED BY C 1976 HEU8LEM.MC..HARTF0R0. CONN.
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P A C g iv e s 'E v e r y m a n ' c o n t e m p o r a r y s e t t in g
The medieval play ‘‘ Everyman” will
he presented by the GVSC Performing
Arts Center Thursday, Friday, and Sat
urday, Nov. 11, 12. 13. and Nov. 18, 19
and 20.
To be held in the CC Theatre, the
performance
each night.

will begin at 8 15 p.m
Reservations may be se

cured by telephone, ext. 485, or by w rit
ing Performing Arts Center, GVSC Col
leg landing, Allendale, Michigan 49401

of

Holy

Dying,

Director

promises interesting changes.

Ellis

(comprised o f the entire cast), to act

Instead of

out their individual roles
Featured in the role of “ Every
man" wifl be St. Joseph native Wayne

Roger

the traditionally didactic interpretation
steeped in Christian dogma, the PAC
will give the play a contemporary setting,
wardrobe, and performance style.
Traditional
Christian limits
in
"Everyman" will lie examined in this ap
proach to the allegorical myths and sym
bols of the play.
A unique theatrical device used to

is a 16th

reinforce the religious and mythical con

century dramatic and allegorical presen

tent of the scenes will have the char
acters stepping out of a .larger chorus

Although “ Everyman”

tation of the medieval Catholic doctrine

l.evinc of I sscxville is Five Wits, and,
Jim Gilkinsmi o f Mattawan is Confess
ion

Kaatr, Princess Rile) of Muskegon will
be the messenger, Tom Syndcr of Grand
Rapids is Death, Kurt hertges of Warren
is God, Cindy Stevens of Crosse

lie is

Fellowship. Jim Montgomery of Grand

SPS internship

Rapids is Kindred; Jackie Sweeney of
Trenton is Cousin-, Mary Fran/ o f Eric,
Pennsylvania is Good Deeds; Mars
Beth Quill in-Gregor of Pontiac is Know
ledge, Don l.mdcn of Southfield is Dis
cretion; Steve
Pointe Woods

Radulovich of Grosse
is Strength, Kathleen

Horvath of Crosse lie is Beauty; la*ri

SAC.A hood Service constructed
this humungous decorated sheet cake
to celebrate Veteran's Day
It was on
display fo r all to see this past Monday,
and on Tuesday, it was given away as a
freebee to all who entered the Campus
Center Snackbar
The cake was a success, as it was
devoured very quickly. One source uiid
that is was gone before the lunch-hour
rush began.

Starting winter term,
the School of Public Service
is offering a revised intern
ship program. Ihe program
lias expanded from two in
ternships per year to four per
year.
I his internship is for
any SPS senior, in the areas
of Community Affairs, Pub
lic Administration, Criminal
Justice, and Legal Adminis
tration.
I he closing date for re
gistration is Nov. IK Stu
dents must register with Pro
fessor Robert I) (looper by
that date.
On the IRth, three iden
tical sessions wiii be held at
different times throughout
the day. They will be held
at K: 30 to 10 a m., 4 to 5: 30
p.m., and 7:30 to 9 p.m. in
469 Mack.

L A N T H O R N Photo » v I c o n 5 o u W » » >
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try apartment living

FA R M ER
J O H N 'S
RESTURANT

PU B

Over 20 kinds of Imported
Beer & Ale to choose from

JUST EAST
OF
CAM PUS
ON M-45

Complete Wine selection
Full T A K E -O U T Service
including KEG BEER
POO l/P IN B A L L /G AMES

SP
E C IA L S-------TU ESD A Y
W INO'S N IG H T

W EDNESDAY
T A L L BOY D A Y

TH U R SD A Y
PITCHER N IG H T
Pitchers $1.50
OUR R ESTA U R A N T
SERVES A COM PLETE
L IN E O F BREA K FA ST
LU N C H ' A N D D IN N E R '
H O T FO OD IS
A V A IL A B L E IN
TH E PUB T IL L
M ID N IG H T E V E R Y N IG H T

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
CHECK AND COMPARE OUR PRICES

LAN TH O R N —October 28, 1976

S A G A Holds first annual taco eating contest
By Guy Larsen
LA N TH O H N PH OTO • V IC O T T SO U T H A R D

mons. Jeff Lewis and Doug Ban
were tooth and taco,

vying for

the coveted first place in the First
Jeff Lewis starts. . .

Annual "Pancho"
ting Contest.
The contest

Villa Taco Ea
was

a

race

against time, with the limit of five
minutes.

However, at the end of

the time limit, Jeff and Doug had
both managed to consume an am

dining room in the upstairs_Conv_

anything."
After the intense eat feast,
Jeff set out for Food 'n Stuff and
his prize, one case of imported
brew.
His prize secured, Lewis
and friends set out for pizza, a

said this was only the first of
many events for resident students.
October 28th is the date set for

into

fans can have a shot at the "Pan
cho" Villa award next year, but
Jeff is determined to retain his
title.
. , .Jeff Lewis wins.

the Second Halloween Dinner and

vouring

14/4 tacos, while Doug

Party.
After the 5:30 dinner, there

secured

second place, only

will be apple dunking and prizes

2/4

tacos behind.
Jeff, who looks nothing like

for the best costumes.

ol' Pancho, found the competition

students to, "break out your bibs,

tough, but he was confident. " A f

the next eating contest will be a

"SAGA Dave" advises dorm

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESl-------BURY
UM.. WRITING
UP L A W S
PRESS CONFER
| ENCE, RICK 7 UH-HUH..

taco

turned out for this heated event.
SAGA manager, Dave Hay

with six.
Competition

shifted

no hands spaggetti eat."
All the disappointed

very international move.
Four
hundred
residents

ward, known as "SAGA Dave,"

tled, Jeff emerged victorious, de

pitch last Friday night in SAGA's

SAGA tacos, I can eat

azing 9 1/» tacos. The next closest
competitor, being Dan LaMarble

overtime with the clock set at
three minutes. As the dust set

Competition was at a fever

ter 1414
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"IF NOTHING ELSE LACEY
davenport is a n 'ebuluent
and oolorful candidate.

HER IDEAS SHIMMERWTTH
VITALITY, AND.."
pi£AS£
JOANIE..

RICK, UJHATIS THIS?!
"SHIMMERWITH VITALITY"?
YOU'RESUPPOSED TOBE
analyzing, not propa Vv'

^

WHOSE SIDE
ARE YOUON. TRUTH.
ANYWAY?! BEAUTY.
L

JQANIE:

1

YOUKNOW.

1

fOOdnStuf

THE INTERSECTION
B R IN G S Y O U

T H E MOVIES'
1520

Lake Drive,

Fri & Sat
Oct. 29& 30

G.R. Mich.

c.
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Play it a ga in ,S a m " ..G ood

______________________

’i t

“

Clarissa Lack
The absurd humor and char
isma of Woody Allen shine through
in the Premier Series presentation
of "Play It Again, Sam",
While the production is a bit
rough around the edges, it is
unified, funny, and energetic.
The piay revolves around a
neurotic film freak, Allan Felix,
and his fantasy world.
Allan,
whose wife has just ieft him,
bounces continuously between real
ity and self-conscious.
With the
help of his friends, Dick and Linda
Christie, Allan searches fo ra 'mean
ingful' relationship with a woman
who appreciates him.
In Woody
Allen fashion, the hero bungles
everything.
He even intimidates
himself in his fantasies!
Fortunately, the hero emerges
in triumph from his mind-boggling
hazards and Allan Felix finds that
people can love him the way he is.
Ray Vrazel, in the role of
Allan Felirt, is amazingly clutzv,
but only on purpose.
As the
character developed in the play,
Vrazel's characterization does so,
too. The neurotic Felix came out
clearly
comical under Vrazel's
treatment.
As Felix reflects on his re
lationships with women, his cin
ematic imagination y mease,
who else?. . . Humphrey Bogart.
Devout Bogart fans would be a
bit disappointed in David Hunsberger, who played Bogey.
But
it is a satisfactory imitation, es
pecially in mannerisms and style.
Like other characters in the
play. Bogey enters and exists in
the daydream sequences, flaunting

artificiality.
These delusions de
pend heavily on the lighting and
blocking.
In sections, the tech
nical workings were off on timing,
but for the most part, shifted
smoothly.
Allan's wife, Nancy, bops in
and out during his fantasies to re
mind him of all his faults. Nancy
and three other women in Allan's
life are played by Anne Wilford.
Displaying a capacity for 'hammingit up , Wilford does an admirable
job of bringing these stereotype
comics into action.
As Dick Christie, best friend
f o Allan, Phil Bowman is great.
He brings together some terrific
scenes with his ability to create
humor.
Dick's wife Linda is as neuro
tic as Allan Felix. Penelope Victor
does a pleasant interpretation of
the women in the play to really
appreciate Allan.
Victor's pre
formance gave a great deal of
energy to the play. *
It functioned sufficiently on
the
prosciemum stage in tne
Louis Armstrong Theatre, but will
be better suited to the perform
ances at Stage III.
Bogart fans
will love the posters on the walls.
Director Robert Moyer seems
to stress the Woody Allen touches
in the play, as is shown in the
visual comedy and the casting.
Though things did not run ab
solutely smooth Saturday night,
it's an energetic comedy that all
can feel a part of. "Play It Again,
Sam" will be running Oct. 28BO and Nov. 3-6, 10-13, at Stage
III, 72 Ransom Ave. in Grand
Rapids.

Premier Series production.

L A N T H O H N fM O T O »V REX D

LARSEN

Mini-concert w a s pure enthusiasm
By Marion Bates
Last Monday night the Jazz
Workshop Organization staged the
first in a series of iazz mini-concerts featuring student musicians.
It took place at the Louis Arm 
strong Theatre. About 150 Grand
Valley students paid the 75-cent
donation to attend the event..
The show started o ff with a
basically Indescribable acoustic
L A N T H O A N P H O T O I V M A R IO N MATES

trio called Grand Hotel who
warmed up the audience with a
few humorous blues/jazz numbers.
Equally indescribable was Bob
Banta whose act included some
excellent
piano
improvisation,
very w itty costuming, a little
mime, and a good deal of text
book insanity.
.
The highlight of the show
was the performance by the Jazz
Workshop
Ensemble. Leighton

Singleton, chairman of the Jazz
Workshop Organization as well as
a member of the Ensemble, re
ported

that they had only been

able to rehearse together for about
four hours. What the Ensemble
lacked in technique it more than
made up for in pure enthusiasm.
Basically, they cooked.
The mini-concert was rough

in spots but on the whole a very
worthwhile experience.
There
isn't enough jazz being played on
campus and it is great that there
is a student organization like the
Jazz Workshop to foster more of
it.
The next concert will be the
evening of November 22nd and
should be something to look for
ward to.

The Jazz Workshop Organization's Ensemble.

mm
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G V S tu d e n ts
T o u r U .S .S .R .
A n d L o v e It!
By John Kuhczak
"Moscow,

Leningrad,

and

Kiev,

U S S K , arc much like almost any A
mcrican city," states several GVSC stu
dent

adventurers who visited that dis

tant land this past summer.
Students Carole

Bos, Haul John

Red Square in Moscow, with line of people in background waiting to enter Lenin's tomb.

ston, Diane Alexander, and Marcia Mar

PHOTO COURTESY OF ELLEN SALES. G R A N D HAVEN

cella took advantage of a Grand Valley
to the

farm, a “ Young Pioneers" camp (a youth

above-mentioned Soviet cities for a to

organization*, a day-care center, l.cnin's

tour

offering that took them

Because
in

the

there arc no nightclubs

Soviet

friends

and

discover, according to Paul Johnston, that

people don’t care that service is slow-

medical needs.

Russians "go to work, watch TV , drink

dox church service, a circus, and the

they want to spend an entire evening

next to me came and mopped under her

beer, and like to complain about how

Houses of Friendship.

in

John

bed and mine."

hard life is which doesn’t drastically dif

found in each city, and arc official meet

fer from the

ing places for foreigners and Soviet citi
Marcia Marcella managed to meet

in the U.S.S.R.?

zens.

The

Soviet

restaurant,"added

Would any o f the group like to live

representatives arc-

taken from the upper classes and arc re

a Soviet

John Batcheldcr, who organized the trip,

hearsed and screened by the Communist

"list,"

said that the GVSC group may have re

Party as to what to say to Westerners.

named Yuri Parfenov.

political

science

citizen who was not on the

a radiation

therapy

researcher

“ Yuri had his

own apartment, which put him in the

•

ceived special attention in the Soviet

Paul

The mother o f the girl

ston.

professor

('.AS

“ The

And a pat

cow Palace of Congresses, a Greek Ortho

way it is in America.”

is important.

crowded and very dirty.

ient's relatives arc responsible for non-

Tomb in Red Square, ballet at the Mos

the

out

visiting

" It was quite

tal of 13 days, which was ample time to

These last are

dining

Union,

plain awful,” she said.

Union "because they knew we were from

The group enjoyed the best accom

top

5% income bracket," Marcia said.

Marcia said "yes, for awhile, for the
adventure.” Professor Batcheldcr said no,
“ j felt too much repression there "

Paul

felt that "the standard of living is lower,

rhr area of President Ford’s old con

odations, staying at first-class hotels, and

gressional district, and they wanted to

ate "omelets, strogonoff, French fries,

"fie seemed freer to come and go

make a good impression on us."

Chicken a' la Kiev, and stews" in the res

than most, and said that he received 2

most interesting response:

taurants, although service was not always

weeks vacation per year.

sian men asked me to marry them so that

GVSC senior Carole Bos had been

of the fastest variety "after four hours of

was an army general, and is now a uni

to the Soviet Union in 197 3. and found

waiting you worked up an appetite for

versity

some changes on her 1976 tour.

anything they eared to set in front of

and influential positions."

‘There

are more cars now, to the extent that
they even have traffic jams.

you,"

quipped

Professor

but i didn't find it a particularly unjust

professor- both

But his father

round the three cities were a collective

they could come here to live.”

The next tour available is a Winter
Carole Bos had the misfortune to

Study Tour and will also visit Moscow,

sweets, and

break her ankle in a fall (not vodka-

Kiev and Leningrad.

their tea is mostly sugar," said Diane

induced, she assured) and was checked

December 19 and return January 2. Cost

Alexander.

into Ixn in Park Hospital o f Traumatic

o f the trip is $997, which includes nearly

chocolate in their homes, but getting

Orthopedics for two days.

"The people

all expenses; application can be made

to

were nice, the doctors knew what they

through Prof. Batcheldcr until November

"The

quite a thing for American blucjcans.

Among the places visited in and a-

“Tw o Rus

Batcheldcr

ple’s clothes are better, but they have

arrest a lot of rubles "

Diane may have had the

high respected

Most peo

which can bring a person willing to risk

place to live."

know

Russians love
"You're

always

offered

the common people is def

were

initely not encouraged."

doing,

but

It will depart on

the conditions were

This is your invitation to visit..

Qtye House of

Bark £ljaiimufi 7 6
i t the

ANIMAL KINGDOM WILDLIFE REFUGE
9320 South Division Avenue
6 miles south of G rind R ipids on 131 Expressway

Dam Opm At Omfc Emy Evminf OCTOBER 7*31
mn-mounmimwM tu t
nmnmumm sue
CNUKRam rU
SUN
CMi 4354177 tar p a * otai
FREE POPCORN for children w ith this ad
* A7TZA 7X1 4 4 *
NATCH OUTY o u 'll KSVXA 93 TMS SA &I AO AX I

A g n at trip! Front row, l i f t to
Bos. Diane Alexander, and Marcia
Paul Johnston and Prof
■
* *

i »i ■

■

A
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f p ub Crawling
with the

i
i

Mace

Being touted as "an intellec
tual bar," MacFarland and I packed
our books under our arms, jumped
in the shark, and headed for the
White Rabbit.
Mac was reading his Basic
A cco u ntin g Principles as we got off
I 96 at the Fuller Ave. exit. Then
we went south to the corner of
Fuller and Wealthy to our target
for the night.
Inside we found a converted
"fam ily'' bar, sporting wood cut
tings of Lewis Carrol's original
drawings from A lice in Wonder
land. The clientele was as diverse
as the characters in Wonderland
also.
I noticed a few profs from
GVSC as well as of Grand Rapids
J.C. and Aquinas, students from
Calvin, Aquinas, J.C. and Grand
Valley
Also in residence were
an assortment of neighborhood
people, factory workers, profes
sionals, sales people and freaks.
Wanting to keep our heads
clear for mid-terms we decided to
have only a few drinks. MacFar
land being a black olive freak, or
dered
the
house speciality a
"Smegma 4 4 " which consists of
peach brandy, anasette, blue curco,
"mellow days" (T.J. Swan), b it
ters, and
squirt blended, and a
black oiive added. . . Ugh. Mac
loved it.
Other more serious favorites
are the "Flaming Hooker," for
birthdays and the "Blue M otor
cycle," another bomb concoction
on the sweet side, but. . . three
will put you under the table.
The conversation is usually
quiet, however after two "Flaming
Hookers,” three "Smegma 44's"
and a couple of Motorcycles, Mac
got into a heated discussion on
biology, but his opponent was into
chemistry and botany.
Hearing the din of cannon fire
in the distance, I looked over my
shoulder to find, two would be,
tank commanders blowing each
other to smitherinss on an electron
ic game.
On closer scrutiny, I
found that you can become a sub
marine commander or a pinball
wizard, for the games at the Rabbit
are plentiful.
Thursday is the most popular
night, two for one nite, (two drinks
for the price of one) and Friday
night is the wine special, a half a
buck a glass of wine, (they also
have liters available)
The White Rabbit may not be
the "intellectual" bar like the ones
in East Lansing or Ann Arbor, but
th*» conversations lean on the side
of literature, philosophy, and his
tory rather than the usual "H ey
baby" found in most other college
bars.
The Rabbit is
a good place for the lively art o f
conversation. . . next week. Hallo-
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Cold sp
Sharon Zils

warm days, but nothing linger
ing for a week or more.
There are as many comments
Meteorologist Craig James of
about the weather as there are W ZZM TV said that this month
people to make them, and in the has been a month of record
Western Michigan area there are
as many possibilites of different
weather trends as comments.
First, a few "expert" com
merits from those who record
the Statistics, keep weainer cnarts,
and give daily forecasts:
GVSC
climatologist Larry Watson, assist
ant professor of Environmental
Sciences, said that 1976 is a year
of extremes, with a dry summer
and an early winter. When asked
to explain the early cold spell,
Watson
replied,
"Technically,
a winter pattern has come in
early
and
in
all
probability
it wili be here to stay."
He went on to explain that
there might be a few isolated

around
campus

|)reakers On Oct. 17, the 19 de
()ree weat|ier was the lowest ever
recorded so early in the season.
During the last 25 years, the
date fnr the first inch of snow
was U et. Zb, lybZ, and James
predjc ted that this October will
beat that record.
Fred Bevis, associate pro
fessor of Environmental Sciences,
attributes the unusual flux of
weather in this area to the Great
Lakes.
"There is a banana belt
starting at Traverse City and
stretching to Holland," he ex
plained, "that is known for tre
mendous amounts of snowfall
and high air temperatures, due
primarily to the Lakes."

A UP I release published ear
lier this season related comments
from folk lore enthusiasts that
frisky deer, thick coats on the
squirrels, and spiders in houses,
are indicators of a "wild winter "
But according to Watson, folklore
isn't based on any scientific data.
The Farmers' Almanac, which
is the result of the averaging out
o f statistical weather data taken
over a period o f 50 years, pre
dieted no snow for October and
flurries fo r early November.
On a broader spectrum, Bevis
commented that there has been
too short a time span of record
keeping to determine what is
"norm al" weather. " It is known
that 4000 6000 years ago it was
a couple of degrees warmer, but
that 300 years ago it was colder."

CAS ceramics instructor
exibits pottery in CC
some pottery students have tounn
the salt glazed process attractive.
Pots put in the kiln raw come
out glazed.
Today baking soda
takes the place of salt.
Tech
nically speaking, the clayware is
fired anywhere from 12 to 24
hours in a down draught kiln.
When the fire reaches 2383 degrees

with

it.

Most

haven't

really

thought about it," explained Jaris.

own

Operating mostly out of his
studio, Jaris has exhibited

and competed both regionally and
nationally. Most recently, he was
by Darlene Basto
invited to participate in an " E x 
hibition
of Fifteen American Ar
"When a pot can last thou- (or "cone ten") with a whitishtists" (potters from all parts of
sands of years, you don't want to yellow glow, one-pound tube packthe US) at Louisiana State in
make an ugly one."
ets of baking soda (sodium biBaton Rouge. He hopes to move
That's the thought of Greg carbonate) are thrown in.
most of his work to the campus
Jaris, whose pottery exhibit in
In trying to revive the art
studio soon,
feeling it would
the CC A rt Gallery will be Nov of
pottery, bringingto life the
"benefit both my students and
ember T.
old method of salt glazing is only
me."
Whether functional or decor- one of the aspects Jaris is working
ative, intregrity marks Jaris's work. on.
Switching from gas fired to
Speaking of Grand Valley,
Some of his pots are porcelain, wood fired kilns is another method,
Jaris says, " I like it here. I think
others stoneware, but all them Cords of wood stacked up behind
it has a lot of potential." And
salt-glazed.
the barn out bV the P °tsb°P
his students support his efforts.
Salt-glazing, revived by con- testify to that fact.
Jaris says,
A fter all, when you make
*
L •
i t 1*
IIIfP
W ltii w tn iiiw w iw
•*
«* ••••»
temporary potters, onymany
a pot that w ill outlast your lifej
rived from an old German tech baking a cake. A lot o f the in tim e ten times over, you maxe
]
How
nique. "Y e Okie German" drink tuitive prcce?? is gone."
it so it doesn't "haunt you fo r
i
the
ing stein is a fam iliar example, are students
students reacting
reacting to
years."
*
On Grand Valley's campus, change?
"They're going along

t ANTHORN
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House of Dark Shadows

For Hallo ween terror
at your o wn risk

i
By Guy Larsen
Every year during the last three
weeks of October, a bright, midnight blue
light can be seen radiating from the southern
Grand Rapids sky. This is not a UFO landing
or a nuclear test, but the result of the largest
collection of ghosts, ghouls, monsters, and
vampires in Western Michigan.
For six years, Jim Westra has been
the host of "The House of Dark Shadows."
Mr. Jim, as Westra is known, pre
sents a one hour tour of his eight room
"haunted" house. The tour includes a walk
down a mine shaft, complete with mole men,
Dr. Von Crypt's Lab, giant spiders, and over
80 assorted monsters. All who play these
parts are volunteers.
"The House, of Dark Shadows” is
easily the most popular event of its kind
around the GVSC campus, as proven by the
nightly crowds. Mr. Jim averages 1,400 peo
ple a night. One year he had 4,998 people
tour the "House" in a single evening.
Finding Mr. Jim's place is puite
simple; one just heads south on U.S. 131 to
the 82hd Street exit, turns east onto Divi
sion and south once again, to the well-lit
parking area.
Remember to bring a friend. After
all, nobody wants to find themselves alone
with 80 untamed and very hungry monsters.

st three
ght blue
southern
l landing
e largest
ers, and
las been
adows."
/vn, preit room
s a walk
ole men,
and over
ly these
lows'' is
its kind
1 by the
tOO peoJ people

•1
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A UTUMN FANFARE
0

November 4,5, and 6,1976

W A R M -U P EVENTS:
Tuesday, November 2
10 a.m. - 4 p.m., Student Flea Market, CC M P Room
Wednesday, November 3
i 0 a.m. - 4 p.m., Student Organization Expo., CC Hallways & Lobby
M A IN EVENTS:

Thursday, November 4
AH Day, All College Exhibits, CC, Third Floor
10 a.m. -1 p.m., High School Career Workshop, CC, M P Room
10a.m .-11 a.m., W JC, Ron Pointras, CC, Main Lounge
12 noon -1 p.m., PAC Music Performance,' Brass Ensemble," CC,
Main Lounge
1 p.m. - 2 p.m., Student Coffee House, CC, SB Hardy Room
2 p.m.- 3 p.m., College IV Dorsey Merrill, ‘ Echo Systems in The In
The Florida Keys’, CC, Main Lounge
3:30 p.m., Turkey Trot- Cross Country, Fieldhouse
4 p.m. - 6 p.m., Women’s Volleyball-Hope, M uskegon, Fieldhouse
§ p.m. - 6 p.m., Films, C, North Dining Room
7:30 p.m., Admissions Open House, CC Lounge and Lobby
8:15 p.m., Mark Gaddis (Mini-concert),
Louis Armstrong Theatre

Friday, November 5
AH Day, All College Exhibits, CC, Third Floor
10 a.m. -11 a.m., High School Career Workshop,
Louis Armstrong Theatre
11 a.m. -1 p.m., High School Career Workshop, CC, Conference a-f
10 a.m. -11 a.m., TJC, Merrill Rodin, ‘Process Education’, CC,
Main Lounge
12 noon • 1 p.m., PAC M usic Performance'Stage Band,'CC,
Main Lounge
12 noon -1:30 p.m., W JC Alumni Luncheon, C C , M PR oom

2 p.m. - 3 p.m., CAS, Charles Sorenson ‘M an's Monuments to Man',
3 p.m. - 4 p.m., Coffee House Performance, CC, SB , Hardy Room
5 p.m. • 6 p.m., Films, C, North Dining Room
8 p.m. -10:30 p.m., Bonfire, Hot Dog Roast, Ski Hill Area
10:30 p.m. • Disco Dance, Commons
8 p.m. on, Faculty/ Staff Party with refreshments, live music, and
‘M r. Fingers’, CC, M P Room
9 p.m. -11 p.m., Films, Commons

Saturday, N ovem bers
All Day, All College Exhibits, CC, Third Floor
8 a.m. -1 p.m., Buzz 206 Open, CC
8 a.m. - 6 p.m., Child Care, Day Care Center
/>

/k
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•

n

ng Room
inac207-214

>y
oration
ling Room
SfsidpR f F v h ih ifs r r

N o r th Xj

South Conf. Rms.
10:30 a.m. -11:45 a.m., Campus Tours/Family Day
10:30 a.m. -11:45 a.m., United Stage Performance, CC, Theatre
11:30 a.m. -1 p.m., Alumni Seminars, Mackinac 207-214
11:45 a.m. • 1:30 p.m., Family Day Luncheon, Fieldhouse
1:30 p.m. • 4 p.m., Football GVSC vs. Wayne State, Football Stadiu
4 p.m. - 6 p.m.. Post Game Family Day and Alumni Party, CC,
Snack Bars
8 p.m. • 11 p.m., Grand Rapids Symphony Orchestra with pianist
William Doppman
9 p.m. - 12 midnight, Films, CC, Snack Bars
9 p.m. -12 midnight, All Campus Party & Dance with ‘M r. Fingers’.
EXPLAN A TIONOF CODING FOR LOCA TIONS:
CC-CAMPUS CENTER
MP—MULTI PURPOSE ROOM
C— COMMONS
SB-SNACKBAR
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Easy instructions
1. Glue page to flexible cardboard. Wheaties boxes or em pty 12-packs work fine.

Z Carefully cut excess paper from outside edge o f candidate.
\

3.

Determ ine and cut adequate visionary outlets. Note: Avoid gouging your own eyes o u t
to

J

e
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Easy instructions:
1. Glue pegs to flexible cardboard. Wheaties boxes or em pty 12-packs work fine.

2. Carefully cut excess paper from outside edge of candidates.
3.

Determine and cut adequate visionary outlets. Note: Avoid gouging your own eyes out.

4 . Staple an adequate rubber band to candidates ears.
5.

You are now the proud owner o f a portable, bio-degradeable, surreptitious, gala, election year, Halloween
mask, compliments o f the LA N TH O R N and staff artist R ik Hotegwt.
e
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Get the m a t new taste
in mocha, coconut,
banana or
strawberry.
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ThePortable Party:

EVERY 6.98 LIST D YLA N
NOW TH R U N O V 6th

30
Kickers. 30 pruot. C N 7t>, Kickers Ltd . Hartford, Conn

CAMPUS BOOS
S tfB S
A

te * * /

0-3585 L A X 1 B X C B Z>8 . •N .W
1 K X L1 B A S T o r 8 T W ON
T U B A N K OF T B S OB A N D 8 X TB X
OPEN:
Tuesday - Friday
noon- 2pm,
6pm • 1am
Saturday and Sunday
6pm - 1am

Home-made
PIZZA'S
AND SUBS
COUPON
This coupon good for

$1.00 off
16" Meat or Vege Deluxe P IZ Z A
O ffer Expires Nov. 1.

l ¥ 4 W1 4 H f ♦

S to p in fo r lu n ch 8

FR E S H LY SQUEEZED JUICES
BLENDER D ELIG HTS
SOUPS
SALADS
BAGELS
ICE CREAM

2nd Annual
FRESH FRUIT AND VEGETABLE PIZZA Halloween
Costume
Contest
SjT

N ET W T. 2 LB. 4 OZ.
A *

Free Delivery677-9525

Midnight,
Sunday October 31,
$100.00in Prizes

LANTHORN-October 28. 1976

Sports

around
the
dome
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Hosford scores twice in 16-3 win

|with C o rk y M ainecke
I knew it would happen, it
was inevitable.
I knew that sometime a
great story would pop up that I
couldn't print for some reason or
another.
Last Saturday was the day.
Dave Kintigh and I were stand
ing outside of the locker room
after the game when we caught
wind of a great story involving
assistant coach Bill Hardy.
I approached Mr. Hardy
and tried to find out more.
He looked at me only the way
an angry Bill Hardy can look
and said, "No way!
That's
not for print, its family (refering to the team)."
So Dave and I, being of
particlally sound minds and
wanting to keep oyr not soperfect bodies healthy, agreed
not to divulge the info.
That's kind of selfish on
Hardy's part, but who can
blame him?
After all, the
school doesn't care about the
team so why should the team
share anything with the school.
That's got to end.
This
weekend wouldn't be too soon.
After seven away games
(you can't count the Ferris
fiasco as a home game), the
team
deserves
something
a
little special.
The Communter Rooters
are meeting in the south park
ing lot next to the (5ome at
about noon for the start of a
tailgate party.
My wife and
I are going to take the Pinto
and eat, drink and be merry
with Fatty Patty and Terrible
Terry.
I'll share some of my wine.
It would be nice if some of
the dorm people showed up also.
And I don't think anyone would
complain
if a few big wigs
stopped by.
Anyone is welcome to bring
horns or drums or any kind of
noise-makers, so we could give
the team a nice send-off when
they head towards the field.
I feel sorry for our cheer
leaders. They work'awfully hard
in trying to drum up a little noise
at the games, and they don't get
much. Come on! Give them a
break.
I'm sure no one would object
if the Big Blue Laker Jazz band
played at the game either.
With Northwood, Wayne
State and Northern Michigan
coming up, the team needs
every ounce of support they
can get.
A fter all. Bill' Hardy scares
me to death. I want him on my

J

The "Rock" and the Lakers roll
By Dave Kintigh
Jamie Hosford continued to re
write Grand Valley's football re
cord book last Saturday in Hills
dale.
All he did was carry the ball 43
times to gain 153 yards. It was the
fifth time he has gone over the cen
tury mark this year and the ele
venth time in his career, as Grand
Valley defeated Hillsdale 1 6 -3 .
All the credit doesn’t go to Hos
ford
as interior
linemen Bill
Hudson, Steve Jazwiec, Rusty Stef
fens, Jim Ayers, and Gary Evans
opened gaping holes in the Hills
dale Defense during the first half.
Hosford gained 118 of his 153
yards in the first half.
A t the start of the second half,
leading 1 3 -3 , Grand Valley deci
ded to go conservative and let the
defense take over. And take over
they did.
Hillsdale came out ready to play.
Starting from their own 28 yard
line they passed their way down the
field.
With 4th and 5 yards to go for a

C onnor
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by Tom Rademacher
The men who comprise Grand
Valley's soccer squad are techni
cally termed a "Club," Nonethe
less, Laker kickers are beginning
to look and play more like a
"Team ," especially in light of
their 3 —2 win last week against
a tough Hope College crew.
Grand' Vally relied upon the
talents of three different booters
for their points in that game.
Despite an early Hope lead of
1 - 0 just minutes into the game,
forward Ed Murillo quickly lock
ed the score at 1 -1 with a left
footed shot from 40 feet.
The Flying Dutchmen tallied
again in the first period, leading
2—
1 at halftime.
It was the second half that
lent evidence to the Lakers' striv
ing for a total team effort. Rally
ing around their teammates' snappy
passes and pin-point ball traps.
Bill Lieberman and Ron Clements
were able to zero in on the Hope
net, each scoring once to insure
the win.
Captain
Mark Cunningham
was jubilant about the way in
which he and his team members
played.
"For once, we were
really passing the ball well. That's
real progress for us."
The Dutchmen forged a rally
in the last minutes, but were sty

went to a 7 man line and effectively
cut off the Laker ground game.
Head Coach, Jim Harkema, dis
darned any attempt to go to the air
and loosen up the Hillsdale defense.
Following the game he ex
plained, "With a good lead, I just
did not want to take the chance of
an interception. I put the pressure
on our defense and they went out
and did the job for us. Both offense
and defense played a super gam e
and our special teams consistently
did their jobs, todays win was a to
tal effort by our entire squad."
Hillsdale put the ball up in the
air 41 times, completing only 17
and suffering three interceptions.
They could only manage 81 yards
rushing.
Grand Valley's season record

first down from their own 44 yard
line, Hillsdale surprised the Lakers
with a 10 yard pass play off a fake
punt to keep the drive alive.
A few plays later it was 4th and
goal at Grand Valley's 2 yard line.
Then the Laker defense took over,
refusing to allow Hillsdale into the
end zone. The Lakers took over the
ball at their own two.
Leading 1 3 -3 , Grand Valley’s
Roger McCoy kicked a 45 yard
field goal to extend the lead to
16—3 and score the only points of
the second half.
Hosford's first score came early
in the first quarter on a 3rd and 12
from the Hillsdale 14.
A good
block from Fritz Lehman freed
Hosford to scoot around the right
end and carry three Hillsdale tack
lers the last six yards into the endzone, making the score 6 - 3 .
Grand Valley then took advan
tage of a Doug Reed interception to
take over the ball at the Hillsdale
34. Hosford carried the ball in from
the 10 yard line to extend the La
ker lead to 1 3 -3 and score hisse
cond TD of the afternoon.

U

the

2nd half

stands at 5—1 as they come home
for two crucial conference games
with Northwood and Wayne State.
If the Lakers can win those two
games Grand Valley will have
its first Great Lakes Conference
Football Championship, and that
will set the stage for the season
ending grudge game with Nor
them Michigan University.

Hillsdale

n in e M onp

I I I

I
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mied by the defensive efforts of
blue and white fullbacks and half
backs, along with Laker goalie Dan
Sain.
Soccer fans can view Grand

3 -9

KJ
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Valley's team in a Hope rematch
A T HOME next Wednesday at
3:30,
Games are played on the
soccer grounds just south of the
football field.

Wayne regains first place
The Tartars of Wayne State
University took over sole po
session of first place in the GLIAC
last Saturday with a crushing 3 1 14 win over Saginaw Valley.
Wayne also dominated the
statistics with backs Mark Sankovich and Terry Grimes each break
ing the 100 yard mark in rushing.
Sankovich totaled

124 yards and

Grimes chipped in with 111.
The Cardinals of Saginaw
had puiied to within seven points
at the end of the third quarter,
21—14, behind substitute quar
terback Steve Zott who threw
for one touchdown and ran for
another.
The giant-killers from Big
Rapids lost their second straight
game at home to Northwood,
23—0.
despite
the fact that
Chuck Evans played. . . and rush
ed for 95 yards.

Freshman Northwood running
back Mark Reining enjoyed his
biggest day as a collegiate by pil
ing up 176 yards rushing including
scoring runs of two and 13 yards.
Northern
Michigan,
which
plays its three final games on the
road (Eastern Illinois, NebraskaOmaha, and Grand Valley), crushed
Central Michigan 4 1 - 1 3 before
a homecoming crowd of 16,014.
This Saturday's games
Northwood at G R A ND V A L L E Y
Saginaw Valley st St Norberts
Ferris at Michigan State
Hillsdale at Ashland
Youngstown at Wayne State
Northern Michigan at E. Illnois
Standings
conf
all
Wayne State..................3 - 1 . . . 6 - 1
G R A N D V A L L E Y . . . 2 - 1 . . .6 - 1
Northwood.....................2 - 1 . . .3-2*1
Ferris................................2 - 2 . . . 3 - 4
Hillsdale...........................2 - 3 . . . 3 - 4
Saginaw Vaiiey..............0 - 3 . .
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W omen's Volleyball

It’s back to the nets
By Margaret O'Dwyer
Someone may have to es
cort the womens' volleyball team
to the nets tonight when it hosts
Calvin and Central Michigan in a
pair of rematches — the Lakers
haven't hosted a game in over
three weeks.
Grand Valley hopes to en
joy the success at home which it
experienced on the road, when it
won 11 of 15 contests.
Included in iasi week's
journey was a 17 minute, 1 5 -1 ,
1 5 -1 blit? over Ferris Tuesday, in
which Junior Donna Sass charted
15 consecutive serves du'ing the
opening game.
The win guaranteed Grand
Valley a share of the conference
title, and raised its G LIA C record
to 1 0 -0 .
Later last week, the Lakers
lost to Kellogg Community Col

lege, 15—11, 15—12, despite ow
ning a 7—1 edge at one point in
the first game, they then beat T ri
ton, Illinois 1 5 -6 , 15—7, bowed
to Illinois State, 15—3, 15—7, and
repeated a win over Western,
15—5, 15—9, to boost its overall
record to 1 6 -7 ,
Tonight's triangular meet
opens at 6 :3 0 p.m. and promises
two exciting matches.
The Lakers beat Calvin ear
lier in the schedule, but, in the pit
of production this season, lost to
Central Michigan 1 5 -2 , 1 5 -3 .
Home contests with CMU have
proven more hair-raising than any
others at the dome, while Calvin
is always tough.
This Friday and Saturday,
the netters again hit the road for
Illinois, where GVSC participates
in the Illinois State Invitational
meet, with a host of Illinois and
other regional opponents.

Coming Events

Intramural news...
Co-ed R acketbull Doubles (in pro
gress) 26 teams competing in this
double elimination tourney.

Football Standings-Women
W
L
Team
1
1
M.A.S.H.
1
1
Huffin' Muffin's
1
1
Book Worms

bad die bull Sniffles (Me// A Women)
(in progress)
23 entries in Men's Tournament.
6 entires in Women's Tournament.
Come out and see some good
competition and tough players!Ilf

Soccer Standings—Men
W
Team
1
Mondo Bondage
1
Left Bank
0
Gole's Goals

Football (Men)
Strutters vs. Wolverines — Monday,
November 1, 3:15. (The battle be
tween the two first place teams.)

Football Standings- Men
Division I
Team
W
L
Strutters
3
1
Wolverines
3
1
Raiders
2
2
Cochise
2
2
Vet's Brotherhood*
0
4

Intramural Update

Soccer (Men)
Mondo Bondage vs. Left Bank,
Tuesday, November 2, 4 :1 5 .(Two
very good soccer teams.)

Friday, October 29
4 p.m Field hockey. GVSC at Mope.
Women’s tennis. G I.IA C meet at Northwood.
Volleyball. GVSC at Illinois State University Invitation.

Saturday, October 30
1 1 a m.: Cross country. G LIA C meet at Oakland University.
1 p.m.: Soccer. GVSC at Grand Kapids Baptist.
1: JO p.m.; Football. Northwood at GVSC.
Women’s tennis. G L IA C meet at Northwood.
Volleyball. GVSC at Illinois State University Invitational.

Upcoming Events, Activities
and Important
Intramural Contests
Punt, Pass & Kick Turkey Trot
3—man basketball Oct. 29.

Nov. 8 - 1 0
Nov. 3
entries due

2143 S. Division
Grand Rapids, Mich.
245-1201

Music 9:30 pm to 1:40am

Tues thru Sat
Vic Amato & Co.
Chuck Huhn
Greg Douanon

special
Oct. 30th
Sat. Night (Halloween Night)
COSTUM E PARTY
with prizes for best costumes

“The Veteran's Brotherhood has retired
from IM Football because of two for
feits due to lack of participation.
Division II
Team
Mad Dogs
Dukes
CAOS
Ravine Machine

W
3
3
1
0

L

0
1

2
4

Mad Dogs win
it Only iOuk the mad DOtp
3 plays to score their first touch
down in a Monday afternoon in
tramural football game. The Mad

D a n n y J 's Lounge

monday night
'HOME'

L
0
1
1

Super
Haircutting

'Just west o f Woodland wiall
949-9350
Grand Valley State Collages |

P/RGIM
GVSC. I’lRGLVi m LuLun fui a
work /study student to act as office
organizer for 1 5 -2 0 hours per week for
S2.7S an hour. Duties would include the
following
Budgeting
Clerical Work and
Phone calling
Coordinat ing Volunteers
Assisting with Publicity
Other jobs as needed.
This is an interesting job for
someone oriented to social change. The
job will be as diverse as you want to
make it. Call CHERYL WYBORNY,
458 -7635 tor an interview.

Dogs easily defeated the Dukes
3 5 -0 .
Mad Dog quarterback Lance
Morey had a fine day passing,
completing 22 of 30 passes and
throwing four touchdowns.
The Mad Dogs don't just
score on offense. Early in the 2nd
quarter Ken Christianson picked
off a Duke pass and returned it
31 yards and into the end zone.
Mad Dog coach Gene Davis
was pleased with the overall sho
wing of his team. "We're the only
undefeated team," he beamed,
"and we're going to stay that
way."

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
Send for your u p io -d .u r, 160P*9». m »l order catalog. E ndow
$1.00 to cow r pottaga and
handing.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE. INC.
11323 IDAHO AVE., # 206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474

Standalc Floral
"Designs by Z .G .”’
Zeda Horvath
0 - 2 4 0 Lake Mich. Dr., Standak
Mich.
Free Delivery with $5.00 or more
purchase. Phone: 4 5 3 -0 5 9 4
John Horvarh
nC l
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J u n io r v a r s ity fo o tb a ll

Reserves win final game
Grand Valley's junior varsity
football team closed out their sea
son by defeating the Ferris JV's
1 4 -7 to give them a season record
of 3 - 2 .
Jeff Albert and Stephen
Jones both scored touchdowns in
route to the victory for the La
kers. The only Ferris score came
when the Bulldogs blocked a La

ker punt and ran it into the end
zone.
Grand Valley gained 112
yards on the ground and 32 in
the air. Quarterback Doug Bab
cock was 7 of 17 through the air.
Many of the JV players will
be joining the Varsity next year,
as Grand Valley builds for the fu
ture.

Crews warm up for spring
By Margaret O'Dwyer
The three GVSC crews be
lieve in sticking together, so when
they participated in a four-team
scrimmage at Michigan State last
weekend, each placed second.
Against MSU, Michigan, and
Mercyherst, Pa., the mens' crew
slid in behind the host team, while
the women finished second to
Mercyhurst.
The oarspeople were spared
snowflakes, but weathered 48 de
gree temperatures in the Grand Ri
ver race.
All three GVSC crews cur
rently are engaged in winter long
training programs in preparation
for spring meets.
Members of the mens shells
practice each Tuesday and Thurs
day from 3 - 5 p.m., when they
perfect their strokes on the Grand.
In addition, each rower must run
ten miles and sprint up and down
the fieldhouse stairs ten times per
week.
The womens' training in
cludes on the-water sessions from
3—5 p.m. every Wednesday and
Friday, along with six miles of
running and five sets of stairsprinting weekly.
"We will still accept inter
ested people and help familiarize
them with the program, as long as
they can participate during the
spring schedule," says coach Paul
Springer.

Those who would like to
enlist in the Laker navy Co.i con
tact coach Springer at the field
house, Ext.259, or can show up at
the boat house, just east of cam
pus on M -4 5 , during practice
hours.

Ann Rancourt and Team

Aggressive play pays off
By Margaret O'Dwyer
You had to scour the field
hockey grid to catch a glimpse
of offense when the GVSC stick
women opened their season early
this month. But ever since the
Lakers won at Adrian two weeks
ago, their attack has become more
aggressive.
Aggressive enough to win
three of their past four matches,
including a split with CMU and
Olivet last week.
A 5 - 0 loss to Central last

Wednesday didn't astonish any
one, since the Chips adv, need to
regional competition last fall.
But the Lakers compensa
ted for the defeat Thursday, when
they razored Olivet, 1—0.
Grand Valley was credited
with |ust one goal in the contest,
but three scores were negated due
to off side penalities.
Center forward Carol Zie
linski navigated through a snow
storm to send the winning goal
sailing late in the final half.

Coach Springer and Crew
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E le c t

THE WORLD S FAVORITE BED-TIME STORY IS
FINALLY A BED-TIME STORY. . .

Experience
Consultant* in Computer
A pphcations

U

SUITE 731
1020 HURON
ROAD
CLEVELAND. OHIO
44115

f U

-

/ /
AN X"MATED MUUCAL COMEDY
1M N U

U IK W

) n « H IW I Q

n /t\

%

ENDS SOON
■

W

Ju ft

I
» it m t h is
_ ENTIRE AD
■ ONE TICKET

.

- $1.75 S
— —

1

Bio-Rhythm
Kvcr wonder why some
days seem Ixrtter than others? Now you
can know in advance when the best time
will be to compete, to train, to study, to
take an exam - wtth a com puter gem-rated Hio R hytbm Chart Twelve months

*

for Judge of
Probate and
Juvenile
Court

charted for $5.95. Send name, address,
and birth date to: Sigma enterprises, St.

L mmr*C4f>f F r \ # 5 « f - ■ J

University
of Michigan
Law School

731, 1020 Huron Kd . Cleveland, Ohio.

Dustin Hoffnun

44115.

NOW

oct.29-nov.4

SHOWING
* it m t h is
e n t i r e AO

I
L

ONE TICKET

vO"t€»

* *

M on day N igh t is Student S ig h t

Jw«i

$1.75|
A

F r\ * S m t- m J

- — $ burghiii $ - - *
REGULARLY MEN $4.00
LADIES 3.00*
«™

t h j s ^ d : oa h y

SHOW

With A1&T1 B a tes

A d eligh tfu lly
p en etratin g
com edy of a
sold ier crowned
a group
o f char m in g ly
in san e,escap ed
lo o n ie s.

G eneviaueB ujold

MS Mill AG* /MALL
1550Lake Drive sc.
STARTS

wh mm**

Phone: 456 7780
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Campus Center Multi-Purpose Room
10a.m .-4a,m , Tuesday, Nov, 2
Any GVSC student or student organization
■v.

is invited to participate
Sign up in the Campus Activities Office
before Monday noon, Nov. 1st to reserve a spot.
Sponseredby, SAACandCampus Center

